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entry circuits have been the dominant conceptual AF
model until recently. However, it has been strongly
challenged by a series of studies showing evidences that
(1) AF was primarily triggered by rapidly firing foci
originated on the pulmonary veins (PVs) [1]; and (2)
excitable spiral waves propagating around an unexcited
core, identified as ‘rotors’, were found as uninterrupted
periodic activity associated to the highest dominant
frequencies (DF) [7]. Additionally, preferable inter-atrial
pathways with evidence of fibrillatory conduction
associated with the presence of frequency gradients
between left atrium (LA) and right atrium were also
observed [7].
This phenomenon was later evidenced by clinical
studies conducted in humans AF showing that targeting
sites of highest DF may be important for catheter ablation
[8, 9]. It had also been demonstrated that ablation reduces
the DF of AF electrograms [10] and that a decrease in DF
may be associated with a more favourable outcome [8].
However, DF-guided ablation has not been widely
adopted and published data using this approach is limited,
partly because its clinical significance is not fully
understood.
This study aimed to characterise the spatiotemporal
behaviour of relevant DF areas including characteristics
of the highest DF area (HDFA) and its organisation
during AF using non-contact mapping (NCM) in patients
with persistent AF (persAF) to help further understand the
significance and utility of real-time DF mapping.

Abstract
Enhancing our understanding of the underlying AF
behaviour is a key factor to contribute towards improving
patient outcomes in special for persistent AF (persAF)
patients. In this study different signal processing and
visualisation techniques were developed and applied to
simultaneous high density sets of intracardiac
electrograms (EGMs) obtained from persAF. We
demonstrated that DF of EGMs lacked in spatiotemporal
stability, hence targeting sites of peak DF from a single
time frame is unlikely to be a reliable ablation strategy.
Tracking the centre of gravity (CGs) from the highest
dominant frequency areas (HDFAs) revealed three
distinct propagation behaviours favouring the cyclical
and local activity. The cores of the HDFAs showed to be
significantly more organised than their periphery. Realtime implementation was shown to be feasible with the use
of Graphic Processing Units representing an innovation
that is currently being considered as part of the decision
to guide ablation therapy for persAF.

1.

Introduction

Atrial fibrillation (AF) is the commonest heart rhythm
disturbance in clinical practice [1]. Its symptoms and
morbidity are responsible for frequent medical
appointments and admissions imposing great strain on
healthcare resources [2]. AF presence, especially in longterm, promotes pronounced electrical and structural atrial
substrate remodelling and enlargement with fibrosis
contributing to its recurrence (AF begets AF) [3, 4].
Although research groups are dedicating extensive
investigations to understanding the physiopathology of
AF, some of the mechanisms of triggering and
maintenance of this arrhythmia are still unrevealed.
Moreover, there are controversies regarding the most
acceptable theories [5, 6]. The multiple-circuit re-entry,
together with the refinement of Moe's theory and the
observation of the maximum number of simultaneous re-
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2.

Methods

2.1.

Electrophysiology study

A non-contact multi-electrode array (MEA) catheter
(EnSite 3000, St Jude Medical, USA) was introduced
trans-septally into the LA of eight patients (age: 47±10
years; AF duration: 34±25 months) undergoing catheter
ablation of persAF for the first time and with no previous
history of heart diseases. Without contact between the
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endocardium wall and electrodes from the MEA [11], the
system generates reconstructed unipolar virtual
electrograms (EGMs) using inverse solution mathematics
[12] projected to the endocardial 3D geometry of the LA.
Anatomical landmarks were identified and annotated on
the detailed endocardial 3D LA surface.
To avoid isopotential map distortion the MEA was not
moved after geometry creation [11, 12] and the distance
between the centre of the MEA and the LA endocardial
wall did not exceed 4 cm. After EGMs acquisition in AF
steady state, the MEA was removed and AF ablation
proceeded as per standard practice. This study had
informed consent from the patients undergoing persAF
ablation for the use of electrical data acquired.

2.2.

remained within a defined threshold of ±0.25 Hz or ±0.50
Hz [15]. If the DF wandered beyond the pre-defined
threshold over time, the frequency value was deemed
‘unstable’. After identifying that DF was not consistently
stable over time, further analysis on DF behaviour was
performed to investigate if DF values show any temporal
repetition or spatial ‘reappearance’, so as to quantify the
presence of any potential DF partial ‘periodicity’. This
was done by using the first DF value from each point of
interest as a reference, which was then compared with the
DF values from the same location while moving forward
2 s in time (Figure 1). The proportion of DF points falling
within the thresholds of ±0.25 or ±0.50 Hz compared to
their corresponding reference DF value were plotted over
time and defined as DF reappearance points. The time (in
seconds) corresponding to any partial ‘periodicity’ or
‘reappearance’ of the overall DF behaviour was assessed
and called ‘DF reappearance interval’.

Signal processing

For each patient, high density mapping with 2048
simultaneous EGMs during longer AF episodes (> 1
minute) were exported and analysed off-line using Matlab
(MathWorks Inc., USA). EGMs were sampled at 1200 Hz
and high-pass filtered at 1 Hz. No further filtering was
applied to the signals to preserve signal integrity and low
frequency components [13].
To avoid hampering the AF behaviour analysis and the
possibility of distorted results, an effective far-field
cancellation method is of importance prior conducting
further analysis in AF. QRS-T removal was implemented
by a recently validated technique using individually
'customized' and adaptive QRS-T segmentation and a
coherent subtraction strategy [14].
After carrying out ventricular cancellation, spectral
analysis was performed for each of the 2048 EGMs, using
Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) with a Hamming window
to produce 3D DF maps [15]. A window size of 4 s was
chosen and sequential windows were obtained with 50%
overlap (shifting forward by 2 s) over a period of 1 minute
to produce sequential frequency maps for each patient.
The spectral resolution was 0.25 Hz and fivefold zero
padding was applied (frequency step of 0.05 Hz). DF was
defined as the frequency with highest power within the
physiological relevant range from 4 Hz to 10 Hz [15]. In
addition, organization index (OI) was computed as an
auxiliary parameter to measure spectral organisation
and/or signal quality [16]. The higher the OI value the
more ‘organised’ the DF electrogram is:
,

2.3.

Figure 1. Illustration of the method used for DF
reappearance analysis.
Associated with the analysis from the 3D DF maps
previously described and for further investigation, areas
with highest dominant frequency (HDFA) on the 3D DF
maps were isolated for each time segment, together with
its neighbouring sites, which contained DF values within
0.25 Hz of the highest DF [15]. This produced an area
consisting of a collection of points that reflect average
regional activity, to minimise the effect of isolated high
DF sites. The centre of gravity (CG) for the HDFAs was
identified by averaging the coordinate positions of each
point in the cloud, weighted by their respective DF values
[15]. These CG points were obtained for each 4 s FFT
window and tracked at 2 s intervals over the entire period,
so as to produce a HDFA trajectory map. It was followed
by investigating the relationship of electrograms’ DF
organisation of sites localised on the HDFAs core (OICG)
and sites of HDFAs encountered on the cloud boundary or
periphery (OIPer).

3.

(1)

Results

A total of 232 sequential DF maps were analysed.
Sequential analysis of individual AEGs of longer
segments and global DF maps revealed a general lack of
temporal DF stability throughout, although periods of
apparent stability were also observed. Approximately
60% of the EGMs of all patients lost stability in the first 2

Spatiotemporal DF analysis

For the purpose of assessing temporal stability of DF,
we compared the DF of all EGMs between consecutive
time windows (at 2 s intervals), to investigate if the DF
658

s (0.25 Hz threshold) and 40% (0.5 Hz threshold).
Individual analysis of EGMs also revealed episodes
suggestive of repetition or reappearance of DF over time,
where DF loses temporal stability, only to return to a
value very close to that of the initial DF (see Figure 2).
DF reappearance interval from the population was 8.0±2.4
s (0.25 Hz) and 9.8±6.5 s (0.5 Hz threshold).
Having seen the dynamic DF behaviour, the analysis
proceeded with the tracking of HDFAs at each time point
by plotting the trajectory of its CG, so as to determine its
spatial-temporal characteristics. This revealed 3 global
patterns of behaviour (Figure 3): Type I (Local activity) –
CG propagation trajectory area < 5% of the LA area over
consecutive time frames; Type II (Cyclical) – CG
propagation trajectory area > 5% of LA area but showing
a trajectory that returns to the vicinity of at least one of its
earlier CG sites over time; Type III (Irregular) – CG
propagation trajectory area > 5% of LA area with a noncyclical pattern of movement and no overlap of CGs over
consecutive time frames.
A total of 7 local activity events (mean time per event:
2.86±1.07 s), 15 cyclical events (5.07±1.49 s), and 2
irregular events (4.50±1.91 s) were identified over
analysis of 20 s-long segments from all patients. When the
analysis to 1 minute was extended, the number of events
increased respectively to 24, 54 and 6. The mean times
spent in each separate event were similar between 20 s
and 1 minute analyses (2.86±1.07 s vs. 2.83±1.55 s, p=
0.9701 for local activity; 5.07±1.49 s vs. 5.14±2.16 s, p=
0.2620 for cyclic activity; and 4.5±1.91 s vs. 4.60±0.97 s,
p= 0.29 for irregular activity). Cyclical activity was the
most prevalent behaviour observed (61.2±12.4 % of the
time), followed by local (27.0±8.6 %) and then irregular
activity (11.9±9.1 %). All except one patient had cyclical
activity as the predominant behaviour over 20 s and 1
minute. The DF trajectory showed a concentration of
HDFAs on the roof and around the PVs. The mean HDFA
value was 7.29±0.71 Hz.

Figure 2. DF map showing DF reappearance projected
onto its 3D LA geometry. Its respective 2D map is also
displayed. Sites containing the higher DF values (in
yellow and orange) at 4 s, no longer do so at 10 s, but
reappear partially at 18 s (orange areas). The respective
periodicity of DF reappearance for both thresholds is also
presented.
The electrograms' DF organisation of the HDFAs at
the CG core (OICG) was compared with sites located on
the periphery (OIPer) and a typical example is presented in
Figure 4. When the analysis was expanded to the entire
population, sites with highest DF had a greater degree of
organisation at their core (CG) compared to their
periphery: 0.43±0.17 and 0.36±0.10 respectively
(p=0.0061).
Finally, the processing time of sequential 3D DF frames
showed feasible for real-time applications. It decreased
from 2.46±0.05 s (single core) to 2.03±0.03 s (four cores)
and 0.27±0.01 s (480 GPU cores).

Irregular
4s

10 s

Figure 3. The 3 types of trajectory behaviour seen on the
persAF patients: type 1 - Localised, type 2 - Cyclical and
type 3 - Irregular.

18 s
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Figure 4 – A typical example showing the HDFA with a
greater degree of organisation at the core (CG) compared
to its periphery.

4.

Discussion and conclusions

Using high density NCM of the LA, we have
demonstrated that DF of EGMs lack in spatiotemporal
stability. Hence targeting sites of peak DF from a single
time frame is unlikely to be a reliable ablation strategy.
Tracking of the CGs of the HDFAs revealed the presence
of localised, cyclical and irregular patterns of propagation
where the cores of the HDFAs were found to be
significantly more organised than their periphery. In these
areas (core), there were fast and organized activity and,
when moving to the HDFAs' periphery the DF
organisation reduced significantly (multiple peaks at the
electrograms' spectrum) maybe due wavefront collisions.
We observed a predominance of local and cyclical
maximal DF activity. This may imply in a higher
proportion of rotor driven episodes, although the lack of
spatiotemporal DF stability makes it unlikely that AF is
being primarily sustained by anatomically stationary high
DF sites. The presence of a cyclical pattern does suggest a
certain extent of spatial consistency. Irregular maximal
DF propagation was seen in our study, and it would be
analogous to multiple wavelet activity. It is of note that in
our study all 3 patterns of behaviour were observed in the
same individual patient over time. In addition, it is likely
that more than one mechanism may be involved in AF
perpetuation at different stages of the arrhythmia history
in any given individual. Depending on the extent of
electromechanical remodelling and autonomic influence, a
particular mechanism may predominate, resulting in
different subtypes of persAF. This could explain why an
anatomical-based ablation strategy tends to produce only
modest results for persAF. A tailored ablation approach
should therefore be considered for each individual case,
provided that effective real-time, high resolution DF
mapping can be performed. Currently, a 3D DF mapping
GUI platform has been created with the analysis present
on this study embedded including the HDFAs trajectory
tool to guide catheter ablation in persAF patients. The
clinical outcomes are currently being assessed.
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